
Deceptive Donald Trump and the Early Signs 
 
On a personal level, I’m not quite sure, but think I feel a bit badly  
for poor, Deceptive Donald. In some ways, he reminds me  
of my mother—in her early stages of Alzheimer’s disease:  
a droopy blank look popping up way too often in the eyes, an inability  
to trust anyone more than close family. In these early stages 
of dementia, many sufferers prize personal loyalty above all  
other human traits, which is why I think Trump’s campaign promise  
to choose the most talented in each nimble field has morphed into  
a post-election choosing of the people best skilled at kissing his ass.  
Or should I be more polite and say his supersized ego? Didn’t my mother’s  
vocabulary also become simpler and narrower with each passing day? 
 
How else to explain Trump offering the most stubbornly asserted 
of contradictory answers to the same political question  
one day to the next? With no apparent awareness that one’s previous  
comments in the 21st century are widely documented on videotape? 
What other explanation could there be for his preference  
for midnight cell phone tweets and his fear of press conferences?  
Why else no ability to control constant online temper tantrums  
at the slightest perceived media slight? If he was in possession  
of healthy mental faculties, would one of his children 
or their spouses really need be present at every diplomatic meeting? 
What other reason could explain his delusionary belief  
that he won the popular vote, despite having lost by over two million? 
 
With my mom, early Alzheimer’s seemed to exaggerate  
already existing tendencies. Is that what’s behind Trump’s  
unprecedented level of post-election financial greed  
and a total lack of global compassion? What else but early dementia  
could shed light on his crazy far-right choices for Chief Propagandist,  
Racist Supervisor of Attorneys, Public Schools Dismantling Secretary,  
Czar of Illness and Inhumane Services, National Insecurity Advisor, 
Economic Theft Directors, Union Buster-in-Chief, and Administrator  
of the Department of Ecological Destruction? Of course, there are  
some key differences between my late mom and Deceptive Don:  
My mother was known in her community as a nice person and  
as a fighter for at-risk apartment renters, not as a xenophobic narcissist  
who claims that overseeing construction of high-profit city skyscrapers  
is a searing personal sacrifice comparable to the death of a Gold Star  
family’s son in an unwarranted Republican-initiated war. When my mom  
opposed a war, she said it publicly and not solely in a Get Smart Cone  



of Silence phone call with Fox’s neatly haired nightly actor, Sean Hannity.   
 
My mother was a Hungarian Holocaust survivor whose parents  
were murdered in Auschwitz, while Donald had the support of 
American neo-Nazis and white supremacists and is a real estate  
mogul son of a notorious landlord, Fred Trump--pilloried in song lyrics  
by the great troubadour, Woody Guthrie, and reportedly arrested  
fully hooded in 1927 KKK rally gear. From his father, Donald seems  
to have learned racial discrimination in housing. From his own  
solipsistic TV-reality mind, he seems to have learned how  
to get away with admitting serial sexual assault. As early memory loss  
set in, my mother found it within herself to give up her car keys  
to avoid risk of hurting others. I wonder if I would feel even sorrier  
for Deceptive Donald if he had given up his car keys instead  
of using bullying lies and deceitful promises to grab keys  
to the nation’s capital and nuclear codes?  
 
Although I’m not a practicing Buddhist, what Buddhism I know 
whispers into my ear to maintain at least some low level of sympathy  
for our poor billionaire president--even without the confirmation  
of unreleased tax returns--for the sad knowledge that all human flesh  
and skulls, even those adorned with puffed up orange hair, eventually  
suffer painful impermanence. Perhaps my desire to retain some empathy  
for the personal Donald is bolstered by knowing the probability exists  
of some genetic component to Alzheimer’s disease, which affected  
his father’s later years as it affected my mom’s? If I live long enough 
for dementia to begin to find me, I wonder if I will remember the need  
to avoid placing myself in any position with potential to cause  
widespread harm? And yet, as much as I can maintain a sympathetic  
corner of mind for Don’s self-centered, ill individual soul, separate  
from his political machine-gun policy plans, I find it impossible  
not to feel far greater sympathy for those future generations who are  
about to be crushed by Trump and his newly hired gang of right-wing  
thug-nuts. At times like this, how I envy the dinosaurs and the likelihood  
they bore no responsibility for their own extinction. 
 
 
  



The Donald Has Never Learned How to Deal with No 
 
As a longtime CEO and TV reality star boss with the infamous tagline “you’re fired,” 

the Donald has not had much experience being told no. 
Trump hates losing in court and is already determined to flip the judicial chess 

board over and break all its pieces. 
The Donald also has little history of admitting personal faults, and has long blamed  

Martian interference for his Atlantic City casinos going bankrupt. 
Someone told Trump the press is sometimes called the Fourth Estate and he took that 

to mean: treat reporters like an enemy camp.  
The new president has an Executive Order ready to sign that forces grassroots Americans  

 to stop penning protest signs and reserve limited elbow energies for applause.  
He is waiting in the Oval Office for FedEx to deliver Hallmark thank-you cards  

from Muslim parents of child war refugees held overnight in airport jails. 
The Donald knows deep in his heart he would have won the popular vote if three million  

dead had not arisen from their graves to vote for Hillary Clinton.  
Trump spent years building a fortune because he learned young that a big bank account  

is helpful to win wide renown as a sexual groper and pathological liar. 
When he tells Russian prostitutes he wants to buy a golden shower, he expects  

their pee to come out in non-videotaped 96-carat gold. 
When he says he will be the best jobs-creating president God ever created, 
 the Donald believes God will agree to appear on Fox News to confirm. 
Trump borrowed from Nixon and vowed to be a Law and Order president, then borrowed 
 from Nixon again and exempted his own team from the law.  
When he condemns a judge’s differing interpretation of the Constitution, he expects 
  American publishers to rush a million copies to print of Trump’s Constitution.  
Publishers, note that Trump’s Constitution should be printed on one full page or less,  

with no more than five bulleted highlight points.  
After tough military campaign talk and early bombs dropped on women and kids, Donald  

regrets having had to get five draft deferments because of a tender foot. 
Feeling guilty for his inability to help defend Custer at Little Bighorn, Trump is 

expediting the Dakota Access Pipeline through sacred Sioux water and land.  
The Donald knows that he would have won the popular vote if six million Jews killed in  

the Holocaust had not arisen from their graves to vote for Hillary Clinton.  
That’s why Trump refused to include the word, “Jews,” in his commemoration of 
 Holocaust Remembrance Day.  
Donald thinks climate change was invented by Chinese comedians and will be forgotten  

if he just refuses to laugh at any satire from Beijing Improv to Saturday Night Live.  
To respect his narrowing attention span, Trump is sure federal judges will okay his decree  

that all future U.S. novels be written on Twitter in 140 characters or less.   
The president has asked his counselor, Kellyanne Conway, to record her nightly dreams, 

trusting many of them can later be cited as alternate facts.   
Trump has promised to awaken Frederick Douglass and Ben Carson from their deep sleeps  



to help him celebrate his new Education and Environmental Destruction Ministers.  
The Donald believes he would have won the popular vote if 10 million Africans 
  who died from the Atlantic slave trade had not arisen to vote against him.  
After winning the election, his skull became so confident in its communication skills, it evicted 

his brain and is running on fumes of burning tax records and skyrocketing rents. 
With Repubs holding both houses of Congress, it will take sustainable progressive energy  

to slow Trump’s frantic march to disable the pulse of the planet. 
 
  



 
Uncle, LangPo, You’re Winning 

 
To explain mass public acceptance (although under 50%)  
of Donald Trump’s contradictions, provable lies, boasted bigotry,  
the sideways spreading of false rumors, anti-science denials  
of climate change, and audio-taped confession of serial sexual assault, 
a key Trump spokesperson explains to the news camera 
that there are no solid facts anymore. To the poetry world, 
I am willing to admit Uncle—for now, the candidates 
of the postmodernists and Language Poets are winning. 
 
  



 
Trump Has a Small Stroke on Live TV 

 
On the late-night talk shows last night 
a few comedians I admire showed replays of Trump  
slurring the last words of a speech, mis-pronouncing 
“the United States,” as he was trying to ask God 
to bless our country. One late-night comic said  
it sounded like Trump’s dentures were loose,  
but I don’t know if he wears dentures.  The next 
morning, the White House blamed the slurring on 
Trump having had a dry mouth. But then I saw a 
longer replay of the televised speech, and it turns out 
Trump slurred his last three or four sentences, 
and not just our country’s name. Seeing this, I stopped 
laughing, recognizing that Trump had sounded   
like my now 94-year-old father had sounded  
one night about eight years ago, when I was  
talking with him over the phone at the  
Senior Center where he was living with my 
late, then-Alzheimer’s-suffering mom.  At the time, 
my dad was in quite good health for a guy 
in his mid-80s, but in the middle of our conversation, 
he started slurring his words like he had never 
done before.  “Dad,” I said, “You just started slurring  
your words in a very unusual way. Could you be having 
a small stroke?” My father was self-aware enough 
to answer: “I think I might be having a small stroke.” 
I told him I was going to hang up, and phone the front 
desk to call an ambulance for him to take him 
right away to the nearest hospital Emergency Room. 
It turned out that my dad did indeed have a small 
stroke, and the MRI showed he was a lucky guy— 
The stroke had only a very short-term effect,  
but if it had taken place in a vein or artery a quarter-inch  
to either side, it would have had a permanent impact. 
Trump’s slurring sounded to me last night like 
my father’s slurring, as if he had had the same small stroke  
my father had, and also lucky to recover quickly— 
but not healthy enough to serve as president of a large country 
he could no longer pronounce. So far, in the last two years, 
since the beginning of Trump’s presidential campaign, 
as a doctor of literature, and thus with no American Psychiatric 



Association “Goldwater Rules” limits, I have diagnosed Trump 
with early-onset dementia, unhinged-elbow narcissism, 
flu-level science denialism, racism rocketing to the galactic 
heights of textbook-level mental illness, prison-deserving sexual  
predatory sadism, antibiotic-resistant pathological lying,  
straightjacket-warranted right-wing fanatical safety-net destruction,  
camera-mugging compulsive thief and scoundrel,  
and now the victim of an aging man’s paranoia and  
stress-induced stroke. Whether for reasons of inadequate health  
for the job, disastrous political policies pushed through mainly by  
Executive Orders and extremist judicial appointments,  
Commander-in-chief pollution of America’s air and water supply,  
impeachment-level crimes of obstructing justice and foreign collusion,  
golf-carting America madly to the edge of nuclear war with North Korea, 
or karmic payback for decades of racial rental exclusion  
and serial sexual misconduct, my personal polling shows  
there is a 61.57% chance that Trump will not serve out a full  
four-year Presidential term. Okay, let the late-night comedians  
continue, and let the progressive organizers organize! 
 
   
 
 
  



 Trump Orders Kidnapping of Thousands of Children 
 
Nobody should be surprised that a president who takes the idea 
of having a bully-pulpit literally has ordered thousands  
of immigrant children, including wailing infants and toddlers, to be 
kidnapped from the arms of confused, waving parents, many of whom  
were told their kids were being taken into a nearby room for a bath.  
This is a dangerous lying clone of a man who has never displayed  
a wooden-nickel sliver of empathy for others in his entire life,  
having learned from his KKK-hood-wearing father that the only moral values 
that matter in life are winning versus losing, whether in real estate  
or the fake public relations wars one wages when one has used  
every imaginable trick to get out of fighting a real war when it was his time  
as a young man with hawkish, malignant narcissistic views. Now he has scattered  
three thousand children all throughout the country, most snuck out of airplanes  
and buses after midnight, after the cable news TV shows have gone 
to sleep, children thrown into what the toxic administration itself 
is calling “tender age” jails, with no clear database mechanism created  
to track kids back to their parents even if anyone was left in this cabinet’s  
rotating doors who believed that would be the best thing to do. “Be best”  
is Melania Trump’s newly chosen catch phrase, and her stated purpose to stop  
the bullying of children, an impossible task as the spouse of America’s biggest 
bully of children, who was terrifyingly chosen by an outdated electoral 
scheme to become president after losing badly in the actual vote.  
 
After a week of negative headlines, and Trump lies claiming nothing he could do, 
Trump reluctantly signed an Executive Order to stop the kidnapping of kids, 
but it is an Executive Order that will run into legal electric fences, 
because Trump is now trying to imprison entire families for years, 
when the law says immigrant children cannot be held more than 20 days.  
Of course, Trump has no use for laws, unless he can somehow 
figure out how to use them to harm others, and so he will likely ignore 
this law unless he can find enough right-wing judges willing to skirt it.  
Much that was previously unimaginable is now real-life in Trump’s America. 
The U.S. has always had its racist presidents, its presidents willing to bomb first 
and talk later, its presidents willing to lie, cheat, and torture; but America 
never had a president who knew so little about so much, whose ego was so  
much bigger than his intellectual grasp, whose pathological lying was so tightly 
knotted to a lack of any concern for human or environmental well-being. 
“Be Best”—difficult to imagine a more ironic catch phrase for any president’s spouse. 
  



Mueller Report Excerpts Run Through a Burroughs Cut-Up Machine 
 
Trump Donald cannot prove he is a president of truth, cannot prove to be 
Putin’s Internet Research Agency, liked not Hillary Clinton  
nor Eric Trump, loved only Ivanka Trump’s cell phone and his own mirrors. 
Appointed was Mueller bold, appointed was Mueller cowering 
behind steel slat border fencing to scope out Occupy and Black Lives 
Matter movements. Manafort his jail entry form received. Michael Cohen’s  
prison uniform tailored too small by minor campaign aides. Flynn is 
General Redacted and F****D. Russian ambassadors crash dinner party plates.  
Americans crash elections and wide world military bases. After ignoring all 
questions about Moscow Trump Tower, lawyers sitting on Trump wrote 
to Mueller they had answered all his questions. Trump’s jail license is  
somewhere transiting in mail, move-in date signed to be by Congress. A fire panic  
sparked in Comey’s office with Jeff Sessions hiding for personal safety reasons.  
Trump begot angry. Trump later begot angrier. No cut-up machine yet invented 
can count exactly how many were asked to lie for the Donald. The best memory 
and the best words he could not recall 37 times. White House counsel ignored order  
to push Mueller out 13th floor window door, told coworkers asked by Trump 
to do “crazy shit.” Mueller Report facts broke cut-up machine program. Yes to  
more than ten obstructing justice. Karen Daniels and Stormy McDougal have asked  
allowed to use official exits, after Trump perhaps met Constitution’s impeachment 
clause for bribery. Cannot exonerate Trump’s burnt climate presidency 
nor his exquisite scrambling of syntax, spelling, and truth. Language Poetry, despite  
faulty oft-stated theory, has weakened American poetry’s ability to affect  
this country’s cracked political field—a need to rebuild, and not just deconstruct. 
 
 
      

 
 
  



Would Trump’s Wall Perform Magic Tricks? 
 
Trump says a wall of concrete or steel slats has to be built 
along the U.S.-Mexico border for national security, 
so I am wondering what magic tricks it would perform: 
Could the wall tell that I have picked a jack of clubs  

out of my deck of blue-striped playing cards? 
Would the wall rain newborn rabbits down from a hat  

on its highest point? 
Could the wall read Trump’s sociopathic mind and stop his  
 pathological lying? 
Would the wall prevent Zeta Reticulis from piloting flying  

saucers across national boundaries? 
If the wall could really protect our security, would it draw down CO2  

and methane to reverse climate change? 
Will it find thousands of lost children kidnapped by Homeland Security 
 from Central American parents? 
Could it do something to make Trump’s skin look more human? 
Would it safely melt the world’s nuclear missiles and power plants  

and drink up radioactive plutonium shakes? 
Could it ferment tofu into tempeh? Find missing prophetic notebooks 

of William Blake? 
Would concrete or steel slats improve global free-speech protection? 
Could a wall provide medical treatments for sick kids whose parents 
 cannot afford a doctor? 
Will it stop another meteor from destroying Earth’s large-sized life again? 
 Can it bring back even one recently extinct species? 
Could it prevent the monthly flooding and power outages  

in my home town of Hoboken? 
Would it create a new Israeli/Palestinian peace plan without having  

to wait for Jared Kushner to finish his schooling? 
Could the wall compete against the best magicians on America’s Got Talent? 
Will it prevent the healthiest apple polyphenol dust from leaving our country? 
Can it send more young progressives like Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez  

into Congress? 
Could it fix the broken zipper on my winter jacket? Filter out the lead in 

too many U.S. water supplies? Find a cure for chronic Lyme disease? 
Would the wall offer a good resting pillow for the necks of zebras? 
Could it patch potholes? Stabilize bridges? Fix electric grids? 
 Prevent ransom computer viruses from spreading across the web? 
Would the wall prevent Trump from ripping up any more peace treaties? 
Okay, I just picked a new card. Wall, can you tell me what it is? 
 

A List Poem Written After Reading Levine and El-Faizy’s 
All the President’s Women 



 
Having already created a slew of impeachable offenses documented 
by the obstruction section of the Mueller Report, and after criticizing  
Joe Biden’s son for cashing in on his father’s vice-presidency,  
Donald Trump tweets that his supporters should all buy his son’s  
silly new book-length incoherent gripe against the American left,  
looking for more presidential-related profits for a Trump family  
whose bank accounts have always united the family’s goals. So why  
haven’t all the Democratic presidential candidates been telling people  
to read the important new book about Trump: All the President’s Women: 
Donald Trump and the Making of a Predator? How could readers  
of this book support having a rapist and serial sexual assaulter  
as U.S. president? The number of women accusing Trump of sexual  
misconduct ranging from unwanted kissing to groping to rape is simply  
too numerous to doubt. How about this for a list poem: Kristin Anderson,  
Rachel Crooks, Jessica Drake, Jill Harth, Cathy Heller, Juliet Huddy,  
Alva Johnson, Karen Johnson, “Katie Johnson” (then age 13),  
“Maria” (then age 12), Ninni Laaksonen, Jessica Leeds, Melinda McGillivray,  
Cassandra Searles, Jennifer Murphy, Natasha Stoynoff, Temple Taggart,  
Katy Tur, Karena Virginia, Summer Zervos, E. Jean Carroll, Faith Daniels,  
Elizabeth Beck, Mariah Billado, Lisa Boyne, Heather Braden, NaKina Carr,  
Tasha Dixon. Plus witnesses identifying Trump as a predator seen first-hand  
with non-consenting teenagers, sometimes alongside the widely acknowledged 
and now-deceased Jeffrey Epstein. Perhaps in the eventual 2020 debates,  
the Democratic candidate running against Trump could place a copy of the book  
standing front of her or him as they rebut one of Trump’s pathological lies? 
 
 
  



Jigsaw Puzzle of the American Left 
 
I met a magician on Broadway who was selling  
magicians’ playing cards and various jigsaw puzzles 
and I bought a jigsaw puzzle called “The American Left.” 
The box said it had 128 pieces of different shapes, 
sizes, and colors. Some of the colors were solid 
which seemed to represent groups that met in person 
and rallied in the streets, and some were a light dotted shade 
to represent groups that were mainly online advocacy 
organizations. Each piece had a different name related 
to either the name of an American left group or the name  
of an American left strategy—names like Progressive Democrats 
of America, Justice Democrats, Just Us Democrats, Indivisible, 
Invisible, MoveOn, MoveOut, Extinction Rebellion,  
Extinction Then Quiet, The Green Party, The Blue Whale,  
Sunrise, Moonlit, 350.org, Black Lives Matter, National Organization  
for Women, Healthcare Now, Healthcare Later, Students 
for a Super-Democratic Society, Students for a Semi-Democratic 
Society, Our Revolution, Our Reform, the AFL-CIO, 
Committees of Correspondence, Committees for Rotary Dialers, 
Committees for Poems Only Readable on the Smallest of Cell Phones, 
Consensus Decision-Making, Majority Decision-Making, 
No Decision-Making, Horizontal Structures, Vertical 
Accountability Triangles, Mass Marches, Direct Non-Violent Action,  
Indirect Unmarked Map Actions, Bernie Sanders, Elizabeth Warren,  
Kamala Harris, Cory Booker, Jimmy Carter, the Obama vegetable 
garden, Independent Journalism, Listener-Supported Radio Journalism  
with Unending Internal Struggles, Jewish Voices for Peace, Catholic Workers,  
Wake Up Late Atheists, United for Peace and Justice, War Resisters League,  
Daily Kos, Daily Beast, Don’t Be a Beast, Huffpost, Huff & Puff Post,  
Democracy Now, The Nation, The Nation Divided, the Left Forum,  
and the Virtual and Sometimes Apparently Left. Some of the varied pieces 
seemed to be much older or less flexible than others. 
I spent almost every waking hour the week after buying 
the puzzle, but I just couldn’t figure out a way to fit 
the pieces together, even though the front cover of the box showed 
that there should be a way. At one point, I separated the pieces 
into two equal piles. When I counted the piles, each pile 
had 64 pieces. Then I put the pieces into one pile, and I counted 
a few times, but the pieces always added up to less 
than 120. How could that possibly be, but for magic? 
When I was a three-year old kid, my father used 



to enjoy showing me off to his friends. He had trained 
me to know that 64 plus 64 equals 128. Although I was much 
too young to know what that meant, I always knew the right answer 
for his impressed friends, and I think that comfort with numbers 
helped me to later become good at math. Unlike for Trump, 
Michael Cohen can feel free to release my perfect math SAT  
score! But somehow I could not get these jigsaw pieces to add up  
to 128! At one point, I asked my partner, Vivian, if she could take 
a look, and she spent a few hours on it, but she couldn’t get 
the pieces to fit together either. It was so frustrating that I took  
another careful look at the puzzle’s small-font instructions,  
and noticed a line that I had not previously seen and that may not 
have even been there before, which said that if one is having trouble  
getting the pieces to fit, try sprinkling the pieces with light grey 
Celtic sea salt. After I sprinkled the salt, some of the pieces  
grew bigger and some smaller, but it did not make it any 
easier to fit the pieces together. At age 62, with my post-surgery neck, 
I had to stop spending so many hours working on figuring 
this puzzle out. Bending down and looking at the pieces on my 
kitchen table was beginning to hurt my neck too much. There were two  
young activists, a sister and brother, who lived downstairs 
in my apartment building, one a college student and one in high school.  
I phoned them up to see if they would be willing to give it a try,  
explaining to them that it was a really challenging jigsaw puzzle  
that I had bought from a street magician in New York. They came up  
at noon one day, and I left them working at my kitchen table  
while I went out for a physical therapy session and to grab a nearby lunch.  
When I came back a few hours later, they were still hard at work.  
It was difficult to tell, but I had a sense they were making  
more progress than I had, that it was likely up to young people  
to figure this enigma out. We put the half-solved jigsaw puzzle  
on a big piece of carboard, so these young activist siblings  
could take the puzzle home with them. Months later, I stopped in  
to take a look, and the puzzle was on their living room table, still unfinished, 
and I left, hoping they would still give it at least an occasional try. 
 
 
      
  



 
Who Should a Vice President Kiss? 

 
Donald Trump tells a huge campaign crowd that Joe Biden 
was only a good Vice President because he knew how to kiss 
Obama’s ass, which is language one doesn’t usually hear 
out the mouth of an American President, especially not one 
who depends on Evangelical Christian support. A TV reporter 
then asks current VP Mike Pence whether he agrees with Trump  
on that assessment of Joe Biden? After a long pause of silence,  
and realizing there was no way to win with any answer,  
it was surreal to see Mike Pence’s head explode on camera. 
 
 
  



 
What is Worse, the Crime or the Cover-Up? 

 
When Trump wants to win something badly or feels desperate 
about the probability of losing, he moves into mobster-speak mode.  
The most recent revelation—his telling Ukraine’s new president 
that, in return for U.S. military support, he would like the “favor”  
of them digging up dirt on the Bidens. The extortion threat  
was so obviously illegal that Trump’s people took the call transcript  
out of the standard computer system and coded it into 
a top-secret server where they hoped it would never be found. 
Unfortunately for Trump, a whistleblower reported the criminal conduct  
and the computerized cover-up, and now it is more likely than ever 
that Trump will be impeached. According to the whistleblower report,  
this wasn’t the first time a Trump phone call had been locked away. 
 
Where could that secret computer be, and what else is hidden in that 
secure safe or vault? Are there murdered Trump mistresses  
mummy-wrapped in that room? Receipts of Trump bribes  
for old NY and otherworldly real estate transactions? Decades of tax fraud  
with Sharpie smiley-faces drawn all through his returns? Audio files  
on the secret server of midnight calls that he can’t stop making  
to Karen McDougal and Stormy Daniels? A tape of him telling the Saudi  
royal family that he totally understands their desire to chop the head  
off a Washington Post journalist? Late night talks with Putin 
about their admiration for the old Russian Czars? Remote island 
bank slips with deposited emoluments money? Private doctor calls  
about how to better hide gray hairs and growing dementia?  
FaceTime calls confessing to far-right evangelicals his past crimes  
of rape and serial sexual assault? And to which countries has  
he issued threats to dig up dirt on the two most progressive candidates 
running, Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders? Democrats in the House:  
please get access to the secret vault and server or add one more  
obstruction count to the Impeachment Articles—and please also learn  
the lesson that it is not ethical, either, for U.S. foreign policies to interfere  
with the elections or fairly elected leadership of other countries.  
 

 
  



Trump Releases a Paper with His Ukrainian Crimes 
 
Thinking he would be exonerating himself, Trump released a summary  
of a phone conversation he called “perfect” with the Ukrainian president 
in which Trump illegally requests foreign help to dig up dirt 
on the son of one of his potential 2020 electoral opponents. 
The summary is classic mob boss-speak: 
we’ve been good to your people and now I am asking you  
a favor if you want more help—find me dirt on Bidens! 
Even if you have to make it up! 
Is Trump losing his nerve or his mind? 
Does he always resort to mob-speak in a panic, 
finding himself losing badly in the polls? A panic noticed so clearly 
by key aides that his extortion conversation was quickly locked up 
in a top-secret server in a buried concrete vault. Having committed  
a large wrestling ring’s worth of constitutional and human rights crimes,  
does Trump harbor an unconscious desire to get impeached and convicted— 
able to rationalize a return to his lazier landlord overseer life? And why the hell  
is New York’s former mayor, Giuliani, undertaking Ukraine shakedowns  
for Trump? What old secret NYC campaign favors does the mayor owe? 
Days later, Trump demands the right to meet his accuser despite 
whistleblower protection laws, and promises Big Consequences!--as well  
the crazier threat of an actual civil war. It is he who released  
the evidence-filled phone call summary to the press! Look in the mirror,  
Mr. President! Your accuser is there, staring into a pair of sociopathic eyes. 
 
  



The New Religious Language 
 
Trump has called Republicans who don’t support him 
“human scum.” I think our narcissist president 
has been spending too much time again in front of 
his gold-flaked mirror—and trying to figure out 
which phrases would be the ones his hypocritical 
evangelical base would most like to teach their children. 
 
  
 
 

 
 

When Republicans or Centrist Democrats Criticize  
The Idea of Medicare for All 

 
Can anyone name for me even one conservative candidate 
for President or Prime Minister in any other developed country 
who would dare run for office proposing to change 
their national health care system to a U.S.-style, 
private, for-profit health insurance-based system? 
Is there another living species of animal or plant that would 
oppose the idea of a Green New Deal? 
 
 
  



Drone from Another Planet 
 
One night when I was awake alone typing poems at 3am 
a drone landed on our 11th floor Hoboken balcony. 
I stared wide-eyed as a miniature humanoid creature crawled out 
the drone and somehow passed easily through our apartment’s 
thick clear glass window, whereupon it slowly enlarged 
to just a little above my own six-foot height. 
I was scared, but it quickly spoke in English and assured me 
it was not here to hurt me, just to ask a New Jersey poet 
a few questions its planet was curious about. 
I asked it whether it had a name, what I should call it, 
whether it was male or female or did that matter 
on the planet where it was from? “I’m Peach,” it said, 
“and on my planet we can move easily back and forth 
between 18 genders. What we don’t do very easily on my planet 
is lie. When any of us tells a lie, our bodies shrink a little bit 
with each falsehood told. We are wondering in our world 
how your pathologically lying president can remain 
over six feet tall? On our planet, he would be about the size 
by now of what you call a soccer ball, and our teenagers 
would be kicking him around for sport. How did a person 
like that become your country’s president and how does he 
keep that job?” “Peach,” I replied, “That is a complicated 
question and there are many theories: some think he fooled 
working-class Americans into thinking he would help them 
even if it was obvious how selfish a person he always was; 
some think he won with the illegal help of another country; 
some that he had the luck of running against another candidate 
many people disliked even more than they disliked him; some  
believe all of these had to be true for him to win; and others  
realize that he actually lost the election in terms of 
the total number of votes and only became President because 
of an antiquated law that created an Electoral College, which 
would be too complicated to explain quickly. Now, three years  
later, many are trying to take away his office for a variety of 
crimes, including obstructing investigations of those crimes,  
but the process of taking away his office is also a complicated 
one. Peach, does your planet have any surefire way, besides 
watching a body shrink, of proving to an entire national public 
that a political official has been lying to them?” “Yes, we spray 
the person with a non-toxic purple paint, and then the person 
will begin to float away from their own hot air if they  



have told too many lies.” “Peach,” I asked, “Do you think  
you could send me a sample of that purple spray and help us  
make sure that an even higher percentage of the American public  
can see that the President’s words are often pure hot air?” “I’m not 
sure,” Peach answered, “whether I can get you a bottle 
of our purple paint since the flight was more difficult 
than I had guessed it would be, but do take a look out your balcony 
window every few nights, and our planet will try our best  
to help in some inventive way to get you a better President.” 


